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In literary critical circles, realist fiction is often - rightly or wrongly - aligned with conservatism. In this book

Susan Lever aims to show us another, forgotten dimension to the Australian realist tradition. Real

Relations challenges the prevalent assumption that realist writers speak for patriarchal liberalism and
that only experimental writing explores feminist concerns. Instead Lever suggests that the distinction is
not so clear-cut by pointing to several well known Australian women writers who were 'realist
experimenters' trying to adapt traditional realism to the demands of their subjects.

The writers Lever chooses to examine are both historical and modern, male and female, although there is
a definite gender bias towards women writers. Starting with feminist icon Ada Cambridge and working
her way through to a survey of contemporary feminist fiction, Lever covers a great deal of ground. By
taking a personality-driven approach, Lever tackles the difficult task of accounting for trends in Australian

realist writing from the 19th century up to the present day. Except for the last chapter, each section is
dedicated to one or two writers and close readings of their work. It is these detailed critiques which give

Real Relations a vigour which it might otherwise lack.

Since she is highly critical of the poor attention given to men's writing by most feminist critiques, Lever
aims to redress this balance in her own work. By considering fiction by men alongside women's writing,
she seeks to provide a fuller background for their fiction and demonstrate that debates about gender and
literary form have not been the exclusive concern of women writers. In spite of her attempts to keep the
gender balance equal, it is hard not to read the extracts on male writers as being tokenistic in this
context.

While acknowledging the importance of French post-structuralist theory, Lever recognises the difficulty of
applying this type of criticism to Australian realist texts. As a feminist historian of Australian literature, she
strongly believes in the validity of resurrecting previously overlooked realist texts but feels that
post-structuralism and realism are mutually exclusive in certain crucial respects.

Realist fiction has long been associated with humanist conventions and for this reason it is often
associated with patriarchal structures. Lever argues that fiction written in realist styles should not be
dismissed as inimical to political activism, simply because it has traditionally been associated with
reactionary elements. She claims that most of the writers she discusses in this book have been attacked
at some time by feminist critics for failing to meet the standards of a more recent feminist consciousness,
and their choice of realist forms makes their work vulnerable to charges of re-inscribing masculine
assumptions. Given the history of criticism of realist texts, she deems it inappropriate to bring newer
theoretical techniques to bear on them. This is a shame since she might have created a dynamic tension
between the realist and post-structuralist traditions in this way. By ignoring this contemporary
methodology she runs the risk of making her realist writers appear even more dated and relegating them
to the sidelines once again.

Even though she takes a fairly predictable attitude to her material, Lever does make a strong case for the
usefulness of reading novelistic works existing outside the British canon. According to Lever, 'reading
these fictions by novelists who have been forgotten in the international canons of the novel provides
some indication of its multiple heritage'. The figures discussed, to greater or lesser extents, explore the
many possibilities available to the novelist, ranging from the conventional to the adventurous.

Indeed, returning these figures back into the public discourse is an admirable pursuit, given the paucity
of current discussion about such matters. However, Lever's prose does not stir the imagination like the

books she examines. While a number of the writers discussed in Real Relations strike novel poses, Lever



is more constrained by the academic nature of her project.

As Lever admits herself, she is raising intransigent questions about gender and freedom which cannot be
easily resolved. This is the pivot around which all discussion moves, never digressing significantly or
allowing for tangential trajectories. As a consequence of the consistent thesis pursued throughout, the
book tends toward the tendentious at times. The text often comes alive when she quotes from the work
of her subjects but then lapses back into dryer argumentation. Nevertheless, we should be thankful to
ASAL and the author for allowing these voices to speak again, if only momentarily.


